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Abstract
Do environments or species traits that lower the mortality of individuals create selec-tion for delaying senescence? Reading the literature creates an impression that mathe-matically oriented biologists cannot agree on the validity of GeorgeWilliams’ prediction(who claimed ’yes’). The abundance of models and opinions may bewilder those thatare new to the field. Here we provide heuristics as well as simple models that outlinewhen the Williams prediction holds, why there is a ‘null model’ where extrinsic mortal-ity does not change the evolution of senescence at all, and why it is also possible toexpect the opposite of William’s prediction, where increased extrinsic mortality favoursslower senescence. We hope to offer intuition by quantifying how much delaying the‘placement’ of an offspring into the population reduces its expected contribution to thegene pool of the future. Our first example shows why sometimes increased extrinsicmortality has no effect (the null result), and why density dependence can change that.Thereafter, a model with ten different choices for population regulation shows that highextrinsic mortality favours fast life histories (Williams) if increasing density harms theproduction of juveniles or their chances to recruit into the population. If instead increas-ing density harms the survival of older individuals in a population, then high extrinsicmortality favours slow life histories (anti-Williams). We discuss the possibility that em-pirically foundWilliams-like patterns provide indirect evidence for population regulationoperating via harming the production or fitness prospects of juveniles, as opposed to thesurvival of established breeders.
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Introduction
“It is not the case that additional mortality automatically favours the evolution ofsenescence”

—Caswell and Shyu, 2017
“Reports of the death of extrinsicmortalitymoulding senescence have been greatlyexaggerated.”

— da Silva, 2018
“Williams’ intuition about extrinsic mortality is irrelevant”

— Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2020b
The above quotes lay bare a rather odd state of affairs: more than six decades after GCWilliams,1957 presented his argument for the relationship between adult mortality rates and the evolu-tion of senescence, mathematically trained biologists still cannot seem to agree onwhat patternstheory actually predicts. Williams’ seminal work argued that populations experiencing differentrates of mortality (as adults) should senesce at different rates (Gaillard and Lemaître, 2017). Theintuitive message is that if life is bound to be short ‘anyway’ (due to, e.g., high predation risk), itmakes little sense to invest in a robust body able to resist ‘wearing out’ for a long time (Medawar,1952; GC Williams, 1957).William’s work has since been interpreted to mean that an increase in age-independent ex-trinsic mortality — typically defined as the result of hazards from the environment which areconstant throughout life (Koopman, Wensink, Rozing, Bodegom, and Westendorp, 2015; seeMoorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2020a for definitional issues) — should select for fastersenescence (André and Rousset, 2020; da Silva, 2018; Dańko, Burger, Argasiński, and Kozlowski,2018). Others have argued against this idea, stating that age-independent extrinsic mortalitycannot affect the evolution of senescence (Abrams, 1993; Caswell, 2007; Caswell and Shyu,2017; Gadgil and Bossert, 1970; Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2019; Taylor, Gourley,Lawrence, and Kaplan, 1974;Wensink, Caswell, and Baudisch, 2017). Recent work, while aimingto clarify, has simultaneously led to a large number of different models and opinions, which asa whole may be confusing to those that are new to the field (André and Rousset, 2020; Dańko,Burger, Argasiński, and Kozlowski, 2018; Dańko, Burger, and Kozlowski, 2017, and the debatestarted by Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2019 and continued in da Silva, 2020; Dayand Abrams, 2020; Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2020a,b). Here our aim is to explainwhat happens in models of senescence when extrinsic mortality increases. Specifically, we aimto outline when the prediction made by Williams holds and when we can expect it to fail.
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In the following, we call, for the sake of conciseness, the prediction that age-independentextrinsic mortality does not impact senescence ‘the null result’. The null result can be interpretedto mean that ‘Williams was wrong’, but it is useful to distinguish the null from an even strongerway for a prediction to disagree with the Williams hypothesis: it is logically possible that higherextrinsic mortality associates with slower (not faster) senescence (Abrams, 1993). Thus, we havea range of potential results which we, for brevity, call ‘Williams’ (is right), ‘null’, and ‘anti-Williams’.The null result is typically explained using selection gradients (e.g. Caswell, 2007, Caswelland Shyu, 2017). Selection gradients generally measure how much fitness changes (on average)when a trait takes a different value from the current population mean. In the current context,the relevant traits are life history traits such as survival or fecundity. The null result refers to asituation where the selection gradient associated with survival takes the same value across allpossible values of extrinsic mortality. This is a surprising result for anyone whose intuition alignswith Williams. Yet it arises not only when selection gradients are computed in models that lackdensity dependence, but also when there is density dependence that impacts survival of all agesequally Caswell, 2007. A related but alternative derivation of the null result, and of deviationsfrom the null-result, can be found in the appendix of Day and Abrams, 2020 which uses growthrate optimization to quantify the effect of an increased extrinsic mortality under different kindsof density dependence. Here we hope to provide an intuitive explanation for the null result byinstead focusing explicitly on the time that a newborn is placed into a population. Delaying the‘placement’ of an offspring into the population reduces its expected contribution to the genepool of the future — but only if a population is growing.Our work below has two parts. The first part aims to create the simplest possible settingwhere selection for senescence can be stronger or weaker. We strive for simplicity by ignoringmany real-life complications, such as trade-offs between survival and reproduction, as this al-lows us to assume that the contrasted populations only differ in extrinsic mortalities, not e.g.in fecundities. Also, in the first part we keep the life cycles very simple: reproduction can hap-pen either once or twice. This setting already contains sufficient ingredients where the null re-sult can remain intact or be invalid, depending on what we assume about population regulation(which stops unlimited exponential growth). Next, we move to a second set of models, wherewe add realism by modelling senescence with Gompertz-Makeham survival curves (Gompertz,1825; Makeham, 1860). Gompertz-Makeham survival curves are commonly used in the field ofdemography: these functions assume thatmortality has an intrinsic component that increases ex-ponentially with age Missov and Lenart, 2013. We introduce life-history trade-offs by assumingthat an organism can avoid this increase if it accepts a lower rate of reproduction. We examinethe outcomes of this trade-off under a range of different types of population regulation. This ex-ercise shows the choice of regulation can flip systems from the ‘null’ pattern to either ‘Williams’or ‘anti-Williams’. In otherwords, ‘fast’ lives (in the sense of fast and slow life histories, DE Promis-low and Harvey, 1990; Stearns, 1989), may evolve as a response to high extrinsic mortality, butthis outcome does not happen under every form of population regulation.Our second approach also allows linking senescence to the ‘understudied territory’ identifiedby Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2019: what happens when a population does not sta-bilize to zero growth but fluctuates, so that there are years (or, more generally, time steps) withincreasing and others with decreasing population sizes (see also Caswell and Shyu, 2017)? Fluc-tuations in population abundance due to continually occurring stochastic fluctuations in the vitalrates are a common way to model such situations (Caswell and Shyu, 2017; Tuljapurkar, 2013),but populations might also fluctuate due to events that occur less often and cause large mor-tality in a pulsed manner, a scenario that we include. These events may impose age-dependentor stage-dependent mortality. A population may be regulated via these events if they happenmore often at high density (e.g. a disease spreads), and the population may then spend muchof its time growing towards high density rather than remaining near an equilibrium (in otherwords, transient dynamics become important). In this case predictions based on selection gradi-ents might not apply (Capdevila, Stott, Beger, and Salguero-Gómez, 2020), since their calculationrequires demographic stability or small stochastic and age-independent fluctuations around ademographic equilibrium (Caswell and Shyu, 2017). In our examples below, density dependence
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that acts on fecundity has a different impact on senescence than density dependence that actson survival (across all ages). While these results are fully in line with previous insights (Abrams,1993; Caswell and Shyu, 2017; Dańko, Burger, Argasiński, and Kozlowski, 2018; Dańko, Burger,and Kozlowski, 2017; Wensink, Caswell, and Baudisch, 2017, and other papers cited above), wehope that our presentation will make the issues more heuristically transparent.
1. An example free of tradeoffs: why does the null result arise?

Being able to fly is often quoted as an example of reduced extrinsic mortality (Austad andFischer, 1991; Healy, Guillerme, Finlay, Kane, SBA Kelly, McClean, DJ Kelly, Donohue, Jackson,and Cooper, 2014; Holmes and Austad, 1994). Although this is clearly not the only reason for e.g.bat lifespans exceeding those of similarly sized rodents (for complexities, e.g., hibernation, seeWilkinson and Adams, 2019), we take the dichotomy ‘volant or not’ as a way to conceptualizeextrinsic mortality differences in our first, trade-off-free model. We ask whether a bat, assumedto experience relatively low extrinsic mortality, will be selected more strongly to delay senes-cence than a similar-sized non-volant organism, such as a mouse. Note that ignoring life-historytrade-offs means that we are, in this first exercise, not interested in the fact that litter sizes aresmaller in bats than in rodents; we wish to consider the effect of mortality in isolation of every-thing else. Reproductive effort and its potential trade-offs with senescence will be considered inthe second part of our paper (see also the appendix of Day and Abrams, 2020 for an analyticalexample with trade-offs).We further simplify the situation (away from real life, but helpful for heuristic understanding)by assuming a finite lifespan that does not permit more than one or two breeding attempts. Boththe bat and the mouse have two alternative life histories that differ in their rates of senescencein a simple and dramatic fashion: a ‘fast-senescer’ can only breed once and always dies there-after, while a ‘slow-senescer’ can breed up to two times (we also include survival up to eachbreeding event). Clearly, both mice and bats will benefit from adding an extra breeding attemptto their lifespan. Selection for a second breeding attempt is therefore positive for both species,and the key aim is to compare the strength of selection for the two species. If bats benefit muchmore from the extra breeding attempt than mice, then selection on bats to reduce senescenceis stronger and the result is in line with Williams’ hypothesis.Each mouse individual survives with probability sM from birth to first reproduction, and slow-senescing mice additionally have the same probability of surviving after their first breeding toreach their second attempt. For bats, the rules are the same, but the survival probabilities equal
sB. Since we assume all else is equal, we assign the same fecundity F to mice and to bats. F alsodoes not change between the first and the second breeding attempt. Since there are alreadymany analytical results available (e.g. Day and Abrams, 2020), and our aim is to aid intuitionmaximally, we will make use of a single numerical example where sB = 3sM, i.e., bat survival isthree times that of mice, and we show results assuming 20% survival in mice, 60% in bats (Table1 gives an overview of bat and mice life-history parameters).The lifetime reproductive success (LRS) of slow-senescing bats is increased by 4.8/3 = 1.6relative to the fast-senescing bats, i.e. an improvement of 60%. The LRS of slow-senescing miceis increased by 1.2/1 = 1.2 relative to fast-senescing mice, i.e. an improvement of 20%. It isnot a coincidence that 60% and 20% are identical to the survival values we assigned to the two
species since (LRSslow/LRSfast) = (sF+s2F )

sF = 1+ s , thus s is a direct measure of the expected im-provement over the baseline. Since the improvement in LRS of bats was a factor three times theimprovement in LRS of the mice when gaining the ability to breed twice, one might be temptedto conclude that bats are selected to reap the benefits of a long life much more strongly thanmice, based on the extrinsic mortality argument (sB > sM).However, this conclusion is premature, and this illustrates a key argument in the debate. In theabsence of density regulation, the superior survival of bats compared with mice also makes theirpopulation grow much faster than that of mice – in our example, their growth rate is preciselythreefold (Table 1). This result applies for any positive value of F: the terms containing F in thecalculation of the growth rate λ are identical for bats and for mice. It does, however, require
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Table 1 – List of variables and their values used in the trade-off free example. Tocalculate λ, start from the Euler-Lotka equation for a species with ω age classes,
ω∑

a=1

λ−al(a)b(a) = 1,

where l(a) is the proportion of individuals surviving until age a, and
b(a) is the mean reproductive output of these survivors. For exam-ple, for the slow senescing mouse the Euler-Lotka equation becomes

1

λ
sMF +

1

λ2
s2MF = 1.

Solving for λ, gives the equation in the table.

or expressionVariable name, exampleNumerical or expressionVariable name, exampleNumerical
Fertility F 5 F 5

breeding once)to breed again afterSurvival (to breed, or
sM 0.2 sB 0.6

successLifetime reproductive

scenescersFast
sM F 1 sB F 3

scenescersSlow
sMF + s2MF 1.2 sBF + s2BF 4.8

Growth rate (λ)
scenescersFast

sMF 1 sBF 3
scenescersSlow 1

2 sM
(
F +
√
F 2 + 4F

) 1.17 1
2 sB

(
F +
√
F 2 + 4F

) 3.51

that bat fecundity does not differ from mouse fecundity, which is simply a reminder that we arefocusing here on the effect of extrinsic mortality alone, and leave fecundity considerations forlater.An important point to note here is that LRS is only a valid fitness measure if density depen-dence acts on fecundity of individuals of all ages equally Mylius and Diekmann, 1995. In theabsence of any density dependence, populations will be growing exponentially and the popula-tion with the fastest growth rate will dominate. In general, invasion fitness is the only reliablefitness measure (see Kokko, 2021 for a recent review about population fitness), but under somecircumstances invasion fitness simplifies to a familiar life history measure such as the populationgrowth rate, or the life-time reproductive success (see discussion inMylius andDiekmann, 1995).Intuitively, if two individuals both have the same LRS but one produces its offspring earlier, these(and their descendants) form a larger proportion of the future gene pool in a growing population.To quantify precisely how important it is to reproduce early in a fast growing population, itis useful to calculate how much early produced offspring contribute to the total population atsome later time t, and contrast this with a late produced offspring, a procedure we do both forthe mouse and the bat population. Since this calculation requires both types of offspring (earlyand late) to exist, we focus on an initial parent that is, necessarily, a slow-senescer, and also as-sumed to be among the lucky ones who survive to breed twice. The offspring themselves areexamples of slow-senescing life histories with the appropriate survival rates. These initial found-ing offspring, of which we consider 1 each (early and late produced) in both species, are placedinto a population that is growing exponentially at the appropriate species-specific rate (Figure 1,
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with growth rates from Table 1). The differing timing of offspring placement into the populationis graphically illustrated as an earlier and a later star symbol in Figure 1), and since the popu-lations of both mice and bats are assumed to grow, the late-produced offspring form a smallerproportion of the population at the time of production than the early-produced offspring. Thisinitial disadvantage has consequences ever after. Measured at a later time point, the proportionof the population that descends from the early-produced offspring is far larger than the propor-tion descending from the late-produced offspring in the (well-surviving and hence fast growing)bat population. This difference also exists in the mouse population, but it is much less extremein this species (the widths of the two ‘stripes’ denoting lineages show only moderate differencesin Figure 1a, and strong differences in Figure 1b).

100 
individuals

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

10 individuals

time time

Figure 1 – A visualization of why the bat, with its threefold growth rate, is penalizedmorefor a delay in placing offspring into a growing population. For purely aesthetic reasons,population growth is depicted over continuous time (r = ln(λ)). Values of r correspondto λ values given in Table 1. Populations are assumed to consist of slow senescers (Table1) and stars depict the placement of one offspring at time t = 1 or t = 2 into a growingpopulation. Both species consist of 50 individuals at time t = 1 (shown at a differentscale as indicated, to fit the entire growth into picture, as bats, with their higher survival,increase their numbers much faster thanmice). For both species, the lineage (pale stripes)that starts with an offspring placed into the population at t = 2 is thinner than the lineagethat had its start at t = 1, but this difference is much more marked if population growthis (b) fast than if it is (a) slow. In (b) both stripes appear narrow, because the vertical scalehas to differ between (a) and (b) to allow the entire bat population to be depicted.
These differences can be quantified. The descendants of an early-produced offspring,NB,early,as well as a late-produced offspring, NB,late , will eventually reach a stable proportion of youngand ‘old’ (namely second year) individuals, forming two lineages that both grow at a rate identicalto the population growth rate (Caswell, 2001). It follows that the lineage arising from the early-produced offspring, measured at some time t after both lineages have been initiated, is largerthan the lineage arising from the population of descendants of the late-born offspring, by a factorof λB. That is,

(1a) NB,early(t) = λBNB,late(t).

Likewise for the descendants of the early and late offspring of a focal mouse individual,
(1b) NM,early(t) = λMNM,late(t).
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If we divide both sides by the total population (this total contains additionally all other descen-dants from this or other parents), we obtain the proportion of the total population at time tthat represents descendants of early and late offspring, respectively. The proportion of the pop-ulation descended from the original bat parent’s early offspring is larger than that of her lateoffspring by a factor λB, and for mice, this is λM. Since λM = 1
3λB (Table 1), the early producedbats are worth three times more (relative to their later produced siblings) than early producedmice (relative to theirs). In other words, in a population that is growing at a threefold rate com-paredwith another, the importance of reproducing early is also elevated by the exact same factor(threefold). This is analogous to investing money into a growing economy: the faster the growth,the better off are those who were able to invest early; the penalty (discounting) of late invest-ments is visible in Figure 1 as the trumpet shaped pale stripes (descendant lineages) being moreunequal in height for the bat than for the mouse.

Therefore, we have a situation where on the one hand it appears more ‘profitable’ to havethe ability to breed twice if chance often permits this longevity to really materialize (in the bats),but on the other hand, this very ability allows populations to grow fast, and this means thatlate-produced offspring are, to borrow an economic term, discounted (much less valuable). Thecancelling out reflects the fact that one could argue both ‘for’ and ‘against’ bats being the speciesthat experiences stronger selection to survive to breed twice. The argument for those who rootfor the bats: clearly selection for a robust body that can breed twice only pays off if extrinsiccircumstances allow this to be materialized, and extrinsic circumstances do so three times moreoften for bats than for mice. The equally appealing counterargument is that late-produced off-spring are a particularly poor investment in bats, as the good survival of all individuals meansthat a late-produced young forms a much smaller proportion of the gene pool than an early-produced one. In the mice, this penalty is only a third of what it is for bats. The net truth is thatboth arguments are valid, but since they are valid simultaneously, the factors (3 and 1/3) cancelout and bats experience exactly as strong selection to breed twice as do mice.
In our numerical example (Table 1), the growth rate increases by 17% when shifting frombeing a fast-senescer to a slow-senescer. Importantly, this number applies whether one is a bator a mouse (from Table 1: for mice, λslow

λfast
= 1.17

1 = 1.17 and for bats, λslow
λfast

= 3.51
3 = 1.17. Theequally strong growth rate improvement is the reason behind the statement that selection tobecome a slow senescer is the same in bats and mice, despite the latter being exposed to muchhigher mortality (lower s) throughout their lives. The example works with other sB : sM ratiostoo, which can be seen by dividing the expressions in the last row of Table 1 with those on thepenultimate row. The values of sB and sM simply cancel out, and the values λslow

λfast
become identicalfor the two species.

To conclude, even though being able to delay senescence until after the 2nd breeding attempt(instead of dying after the 1st) benefits bat LRSmuchmore thanmice if surviving to breed ismorelikely for bats, LRS fails as a predictor of selection because it does not take into account thatlate-produced offspring are also less valuable than the early-produced ones — and this declinein value is much faster for the species that, by virtue of its high survival, has faster populationgrowth. Since we assumed that higher survival directly translates into a higher growth rate, the‘penalty’ of placing offspring late into the population is far greater for bats than for mice. Thesetwo effects (better improvement in LRS, and the larger penalty) cancel each other out exactly.The outcome is the ‘null result’: selection for slow life-histories (against senescence) is equallystrong in the bat and the mouse population.
This result can also be confirmed by comparing population growth rates of entire populationsof fast-senescers versus slow-senescers. Calculating the population growth rate improvementof slow-senescing bats and mice relative to their fast-senescing competitors yields the same an-swer for both species: both improvements are 17% (with data from Table 1, note that 1.17

1 = 3.51
3 ).Since population growth rate is the correct fitness proxy for exponentially growing or decliningpopulations (Caswell, 2001; Charlesworth, 1994; Mylius and Diekmann, 1995), not the LRS, this
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section has confirmed that age-independent extrinsic mortality does not affect the relative ben-efit of reduced senescence for species experiencing different levels of extrinsic mortality, in theabsence of density dependence.
2. Beyond the null: what cancels out under density dependence, what does not?
Above, we intentionally considered an unrealistic comparison, to be able to show what hap-pens if survival is the only difference between two populations. Real bat populations do notshow threefold growth compared with mice, and neither can sustain exponential growth for-ever. Intuition (to some at least) suggests that the slow-senescing bats can begin to truly reapthe benefits of a long life if density dependence makes the ‘penalty’ of having to discount thevalue of late-produced offspring less severe. Why? If the population does not in reality expandas fast as predicted by density-independent growth rules “5 offspring per year and 60% survivalfor all who aren’t scheduled to die of old age yet”, then the trumpet shapes of Figure 1 do notexpand as fast as they did before. Mathematically, slower growth means that the value of late-placed offspring is not devalued as strongly compared to the early-placed ones. Therefore, as awhole density dependence offers a potential for a smaller penalty for a lineage of descendantsappearing late into a population. If population growth ceases altogether, the penalty vanishes aswell. In other words: if we assume that slow bats can reach old age just as often as they did in thedensity-independent case, and now their late offspring are not nearly as bad investments as theywere under unlimited population growth, then selection is now much freer to reward slow lifehistories (Figure 2 illustrates the idea graphically).
(a) No density dependence (b) Density dependence, zero growth 

0 1 2 3

time
0 1 2 3

Time

Figure 2 – A visualization of the difference between placing offspring early or late in anexponentially growing population (on the left) or in a stable population (on the right). Ina growing population, the late placed offspring will be a smaller fraction of the futurepopulation than the early placed offspring. In a stationary population, there is no suchdiscounting of early vs. late placed offspring.
This intuition can be correct, but it comes with a strong caveat: the if clause in the previoussentence. The argument relies on the assumption that bats really can reach old age just like theydid under unlimited growth. The crux of the issue is that population growth cannot be reduced‘just like that’; that is, while keeping all vital rates unchanged. Something has to change for the
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growth to be lower. Perhaps fewer young are born, or perhaps some are never born becausetheir potential mothers had already died. There are many possibilities, and this matters.If slowed down population growth is achieved by making reproduction somewhat harder foreveryone, then it is indeed possible that the chances that a slow-senescing bat reaches old ageremain the same (s2B = 0.36 in our example) across all densities (Abrams, 1993; Day and Abrams,2020). In this situation, the slowing down and eventual stabilization of population growth canbegin favouring delaying senescence in those organisms that are relatively likely to reach old agein the first place (i.e. bats as opposed to mice in our example). Slow-senescing mice, too, enjoysome of this advantage, but only 4% of them do, because high extrinsic mortality (sM2 = 0.04)means most (96%) do not live to enjoy their intrinsic ability to breed twice.But, importantly, slowing down (the tendency of r = ln(λ) to decline towards 0) can alsobe achieved via other mechanisms. High densities could, for various ecological reasons, make itvery hard for older bats (or mice) to survive while the fecundity of survivors is left intact. Nowit is quite hard to be convinced that those who in principle have good prospects for reachingold age (bats, as opposed to mice, in our example) would also in practice achieve this benefit.If density regulation effectively prevents slow-senescing types from translating their intrinsicsurvival ability to actual survival (and subsequent reproduction), selection will be blind to theirslow-senescing phenotypes.This can explain why the ‘null’ result sometimes happens even when density dependence isincluded (e.g. Caswell and Shyu, 2017). Typically, in these cases, a range of extrinsic mortalityvalues are compared between hypothetical populations, but each population is also forced tohave zero growth (r = 0). If the condition r = 0 is achieved by adjusting mortality rates at allages equally, then, effectively, the initial elevation of extrinsic mortality (for those populationsin the comparison who were supposed to have high extrinsic mortality) is removed again fromthe model by density-dependent adjustments of the mortality itself. Some people argue thatthis is a fundamental and exciting proof that helps us understand why extrinsic mortality can-not matter (Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown, 2019); Moorad, D Promislow, and Silvertown,2020a make their preference for including the total effects of a mortality adjustment more ex-plicit still. Others might reason that this particular exercise is somewhat pointless, as it assumesthat underlying variations in extrinsic mortality will not be visible in the mortality schedules ex-perienced by individuals at equilibrium. Phrased in the context of our example, they would neverbe measurable as real bats having lower mortality than real mice.Because this example is important, we repeat the message in the context of an experiment.While our example is hypothetical, it is inspired by experimentally imposed high and low adultmortality regimes in Drosophila populations (Stearns, Ackermann, Doebeli, and Kaiser, 2000).Imagine that an empiricist aims to cause high mortality in the regime where this is the intention,but ends up realizing that the individuals that were not removed by the experimenter respondwith improved survival; this is possible since they now live in a less dense population. If the high-mortality regime first increasesmortality and then, by reducing competition among the survivors,lowers it, it is possible that total mortality remains unchanged. Any measures of senescencerates remain unchanged as well. Did the researcher recover a deep insight, confirming Mooradet al’s message? Or will she instead respond by stating “my experiment didn’t work - it remaineduninformative because the manipulation failed to produce an actual difference in the mortalityexperienced by the population, making the subsequent finding that senescence didn’t changea trivial one”? We leave it to the reader to form their own opinions about this matter, as webelieve both viewpoints have their merits. It is of interest to note thatMoorad, D Promislow, andSilvertown, 2020a identify a difference in Day and Abrams, 2020 thinking compared to theirsbased on whether the label ‘extrinsic mortality’ is applied before or after various consequences,such as those in our hypothetical experiment, have been allowed to act on the population.To sum up, by now, we have achieved some intuition as to why it is important to identify whoprecisely fails to survive, or fails to be born, when increasing densities reduce population growth.The key question is: can a slow-senescing phenotype reap the benefits of its long life across allrelevant population densities, or are its survival prospects themselves affected by density? Ifsurvival of older individuals is left relatively intact and so is the value of late-placed young (due
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to the population no longer growing so fast), then we can expect theWilliams prediction to hold.If the slow-senescer, on the other hand, itself suffers from density increases because survival ofold slow-senescers is disproportionally targeted by density regulation, then we may enter therealm of the null, or even an anti-Williams region (see Abrams, 1993 for examples).
3. Ten case studies of slow and fast life histories

To make our thought experiment above as simple to follow as possible, we focused on an ‘allelse being equal’ comparison where the two species did not differ in fecundity and there were notrade-offs: an ability to delay senescence required no lowering of reproductive effort. We nextturn to examples that are considerably more realistic than the above comparison between hypo-thetical species that only differ in one respect (survival) and cannot ever breed more than twice.We now sacrifice analytical tractability to achieve three goals: (i) we consider a wide variety ofdensity-dependent scenarios; (ii) we link senescence to the ideas of fast and slow life histories(which is argued to underlie e.g. the mammal-bird dichotomy in senescence rates, Jones, Gaillard,et al., 2008, relationships between senescence and latitude across bird species, Møller, 2007, allthe way to within-species patterns, Cayuela, Lemaitre, Bonnaire, Pichenot, and Schmidt, 2020),taking into account that a slow senescence rate may involve ‘accepting’ lower fecundity; and (iii)we see if the intuition remains robust in situations (identified as important by Moorad, D Promis-low, and Silvertown, 2019) where populations fluctuate around an equilibrium due to pulsedhigh mortality events instead of staying invariant or experiencing small, stochastic fluctuationsaround the equilibrium (Caswell and Shyu, 2017; Tuljapurkar, 2013).We explore ten different kinds of density regulation, of which nine are organized in a 3×3setup (Table 2) and an additional one (density dependence acting on recruitment probability)added for the reason that this form of population regulation is often discussed in territorialspecies (Grant,Weir, and Steingrímsson, 2017; Krüger, Chakarov, Nielsen, Looft, Grünkorn, Struwe-Juhl, and Møller, 2012; López-Sepulcre and Kokko, 2005; Newton, 1992; Sæther, Engen, andMatthysen, 2002). In the 3×3 scheme, we have three examples each of density dependence act-ing on (1) survival in an age-independent manner, (2) on adult survival (neither the number ofjuveniles nor adults impacts juvenile survival) or (3) on fecundity (noting also that fecundity reg-ulation in this case is mathematically indistinguishable from newborns dying, or having troublerecruiting into the population; see Discussion). Each of these is investigated in three differentways: density dependence may be absent for a while until it acts in a pulsed (‘catastrophic’) man-ner via sudden decreases in the vital rates either (a) deterministically above a certain density or(b) stochastically, or (c) density dependence may exert a continuously increasing pressure on therelevant vital rate. The additional scenario of density dependence acting via recruitment limita-tion is closest to the case that combines (3) with (c). Obviously, the ten scenarios we consider donot represent an exhaustive list of all (infinitelymany) possibilities, but are helpful for highlightingwhat is common and what is different between fecundity and survival regulation.
Table 2 – Description of each of the ten scenarios used to create Figure 5.

Scenario Description

1A

sizes at regular intervals, with the cull impacting all ages equally.regulation features exponential growth with a ’resetting’ to small populationproceed normally (standard procedure) among the survivors. This type ofboth life-history strategies (slow and fast). Thereafter, breeding and survivalto the pre-breeding population experiencing 90% mortality across all ages ofand K is a predefined carrying capacity. These high-density census events leadare the number of slow-senescing and fast-senescing individuals in age class i ,breeding census yields∑i N0(i) +
∑

i N1(i) > K , where N0(i) and N1(i)
Standard procedure (see main text) except in generations where the pre-Exponential growth & marked excess mortality when carrying capacity is exceeded.
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1B
with density and happens with certainty if density K is reached or exceeded:census. The probability p that 90%pre-breeding mortality is applied increasesthe 90% pre-breeding mortality occurs is decided probabilistically at eachresetting the population to small sizes occurs in a stochastic manner. WhetherExcess mortality events become more common at high density. Like (1A), but

p =

{ ∑
i
N0(i)+

∑
i
N1(i)

K if∑i N0(i) +
∑

i N1(i) < K
1 if∑i N0(i) +

∑
i N1(i) ≥ K

1C value of a density-dependent factorContinuous decline of survival with density. At each census, we compute the
α =

{
1−

∑
i
N0(i)+

∑
i
N1(i)

K if∑i N0(i) +
∑

i N1(i) < K
0 if∑i N0(i) +

∑
i N1(i) ≥ K

yet contribute to the census.multiplication is also applied to juveniles born in the census year, who did notbut modified such that every survival value is multiplied by α. Note that thisThe population follows the standard procedure as defined in the main text,

2A

survive as normal (standard procedure).that age class is removed. Afterwards, the remaining population reproduce andback to < K : If some individuals from age class j need to be removed, everyone in
∑j

i=1N0(i) +
∑j

i=1N1(i) < K , i.e. brings the pre-breeding populationpossible number of age classes removed) that yieldsvalue of j is chosen as the largest possible age threshold (leading to the smallestcertain age j , irrespective of being type 0 or 1, die before breeding begins. The
∑

i N0(i) +
∑

i N1(i) > K . If the threshold is exceeded, all individuals above awhen the pre-breeding census reveals a total population size above K , i.e.High density removes all old individuals. The standard procedure is applied except

2B behaves like p in (1B).removal event described in (2A) occurs probabilistically, with a probability thatHigh density leads stochastically to an event of removing all old individuals. The

2C
negatively impacted after breeding occurred (Figure 3).newborns of the current year is unaffected, as their parents’ survival is onlyparents is negatively impacted by high density. The production and survival ofContinuous decline of adult survival with density. Like (1C), but only survival of

3A individuals survive according to the standard procedure.
∑

i N0(i) +
∑

i N1(i) > K , there is no reproduction in the given year. ExtantCrowding stops reproduction entirely. If the census yields

3B but now a no-reproduction year occurs with probability p, defined as in 1A.High density leads stochastically to an event of reproductive failure. As in 3A

3C performed both for F0 and F1, keeps the ratio F0 : F1 intact.as in 1C, but it is now applied to fecundities. Multiplication with α, whenContinuous decline of fecundity with density. At each census, we compute α

3D
available, the rest die.vacant territories, and should there not be sufficiently many vacanciesis proceeding towards the new census; survived juveniles are recruited toK − (

∑
i N0(i)s0(i) +

∑
i N1(i)s1(i)) vacancies available once the populationjuvenile survival. Adults die, which implies that there areTerritoriality. The standard procedure is applied in all other respects than

We implement the same type of trade-off between fecundity and survival in all ten scenar-ios: we contrast the success of a fast life history that senesces, with a slow life history that doesnot experience senescence. In the above, trade-off-free section, the slow type always had anadvantage, but now we switch to a trade-off: absence of senescence can only be achieved by
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’accepting’ a lower fecundity than that achieved by the fast-senescer. The ‘fast’ type thus has su-perior fecundity but also experiences senescence according to the Gompertz-Makeham model,where mortality has an intrinsic component that increases exponentially with age (Gompertz1825, Makeham 1860, Missov and Lenart 2013). For simplicity, we only consider survival senes-cence, and we assume that fecundities do not depend on the age of the reproducing individual(while they depend on population density in three out of the ten scenarios, namely 3A-3C). Weuse subscript 0 to denote slow (using the mnemonic that ‘no senescence’ is indicated with a 0),and 1 denotes the fast type.
Table 3 – Classification of the ten scenarios according to the type of density-dependenceand according to which vital rates are affected by the density-dependence.

Density- Pulsed DD Continuousdependence DDacts on Deterministic Stochastic Deterministic Competitionfor territoriesSurvival in an 1A: Exponential 1B: Excess 1C: Continuousage-independent growth & excess mortality events decline ofway mortality when more likely survival withcarrying capacity at high density. density.is exceeded.Adult survival 2A: High density 2B: High density 2C: Continuousin an age- removes all old leads decline ofdependent way individuals. stochastically adult survivalto removal old with density.individuals.Recruitment, 3A: Reproduction 3B: High density 3C: Continuous 3D:fecundity, or stops entirely leads decline of Territoriality:newborn survival at high density. stochastically fecundity with recruitmentto reproductive density. only possiblefailure. to empty site.

3.1. Simulation steps shared among all scenarios
We describe here what we call the ’standard procedure’ (Figure 3), which are the steps thatare shared among all our regulation scenarios; Table 2 then describes what differs between eachscenario.Each step beginswith a census of all individuals, whose ages are integers 1, 2, ... with an upperlimit of 200, chosen to be significantly higher than the life expectancy in any of the scenariossuch that, in practice, we never observed a significant number of individuals reaching this age(we verified that the results were not changed by choosing a higher upper limit). The life cyclecontinues with reproduction, where slow and fast individuals’ fecundities relate to each otheras a per capita fecundity ratio F0 : F1. In the standard scenario, this is achieved simply by lettingslow types produce F0 offspring, while fast types produce F1. In case of fecundity regulation(three of the ten cases), the fecundities need to respond to density; we then interpret F0 and F1as maximal fecundities in the absence of competitors, and use realized fecundities when lettingstrategies compete: realized fecundities are αF0and αF1 where α < 1 takes smaller values withincreasing density (Table 2).Next in the life cycle, survival is applied deterministically, such that a proportion of individualsremain to be part of the next census (Figure 3). Survival for slow life histories equals

(2) s0 = e−µ,
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Fecundity is constant
in the standard procedure
but responds to density
in regulation types 3A-C.

Potential pre-breeding
mortality - not part of the
standard procedure but
part of regulation types 
1A,B and 2A,B.

pre-breeding 
census

age- and 
strategy-
specific 
survival

breeding

All survivors age by 1 unit.
For juveniles this means
becoming 1 year old and also 
maturing.

Survival values are age-and strategy-dependent
but not density-dependent in the standard
procedure. They become density-dependent in 
regulation types 1C and 2C; juveniles are 
shielded from being impacted in 2C; only 
newborns are impacted in 3D. 

Figure 3 – The standard procedure, describing a life cycle used to create the 10 differentmodes of density regulation. Note that there is no implication that completing each ofthe three arrows takes the same amount of time: in reality, census is immediately beforebreeding, to allow mortality rates time to apply before the next year. Generations areoverlapping, therefore at each point the population will consist of individuals of differentinteger ages. Details about regulation are briefly summarized next to the loop; for fullsee details in Table 2.
where the subscript 0 refers to slow, µ is extrinsic mortality (interpreted as a constant hazard,which means that 1 year is survived with e−µt where t = 1, hence e−µ, and there is no age-dependency since slow individuals do not senesce. Note that the ’no age-dependency’ statementapplies to the standard procedure; density-dependent adjustments may mean that survival isadjusted (multiplication with a factor α) for some age classes s0(i) but not others (Table 2).Fast individuals’ survival is age-dependent to begin with (even in the standard procedure; age-dependency may become additionally modified by density dependence). In the standard proce-dure, we model senescence of fast individuals using the commonly used Gompertz-Makehammodel of mortality which assumes mortality has a constant age-independent component µ anda component that increases exponentially with age i ,
(3) µGM(i) = µ+

1

d
e

(i−a)
d .

It follows that the probability that a newborn reaches age 1 (and becomes part of its first census)
is s1(1) = P1(1) = e−µ+e

− a
d −e

(1−a)
d . Here s1(1) denotes survival over 1 unit of time from 0 to1, which here is the same as P1(1), the proportion of individuals still alive at age 1 (the 1 inbrackets denotes age, the subscripted 1 indicates this applies to the fast strategy). For the caseof newborns these are the same value (s1(1) = P1(1)). For later ages, they are not. Generally

(4) P1(i) = e−µi+e
− a

d −e
(i−a)

d .

Since in our notation s1(i) captures survival from i −1 to i , it equals P1(i)/P1(i −1), which yields
(5) s1(i) = e−µ+e

(i−1−a)
d −e

(i−a)
d .

In the absence of extrinsic mortality (µ = 0), senescence is the only cause of death, and underthis (unlikely) scenario the parameter a gives the modal age of death. In the presence of extrinsicmortality, a alone no longer translates into the modal age of death; across all values of µ ≥ 0, a
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is better interpreted as the age at which senescence acts strongly to limit lifespan (Figure 4) —loosely put, it measures how long an individual is ’built for’. The parameter d impacts the variancein lifespan: at low d values most individuals die around the same age, at higher d values there ismore variation in the age at death (Figure 4). As before (with s0), the values s1(i) can be furthermodified by density dependence (Table 2).
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Figure 4 – (a,b) Gompertz-Makeham survivorship function (the probability that an indi-vidual is still alive) and (c, d) age-dependent survival for example combinations of a andd as indicated. All examples use µ = 0.05. In the absence of extrinsic mortality (µ = 0),the parameter a gives the modal age of death. In the presence of extrinsic mortality, acan be interpreted as the age at which senescence starts acting strongly to limit lifespan(survivorship starts to drop rapidly around age a). The parameter d impacts the variancein lifespan: at low d values most individuals die around the same age, at higher d valuesthere is more variation in the age at death.

3.2. Model results
Clearly, we do not claim that nature offers only two life history options available for a pop-ulation to choose from, or that a completely non-senescing phenotype is within the range ofevolvable possibilities for many organisms (but see Roper, Capdevila, and Salguero-Gómez, 2021for a recent discussion on the topic). We focus on the simple contrast between an ageing high-fecundity and a non-ageing low-fecundity strategy because it serves our general aim of improv-ing intuition about why density dependence has its known effects on the general applicabilityof the null result. For each of the ten types of population regulation (density dependence), wereport the outcome of competition between the slow and the fast type for a range of values ofextrinsic mortality µ (which acts on both types equally).Whatever the value of µ, the outcome obviously depends on just how much lower the fe-cundity of the slow type is (the ratio F0 : F1). Intuition suggests that there is always some inter-mediate value where the fates of the two strategies switch. At the one extreme, if F0 = 0, thelack of senescence of slow individuals cannot help them in competition against the fast type,
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as the former are infertile; while at the other extreme, where F0 = F1, slow individuals have alonger lifespan with no cost in fecundity, and the slow life history is guaranteed to take over. Inbetween, there is a value of F0 : F1 where selection switches from favouring fast to favouringslow. Therefore we show all results in Figure 5 in the form of an answer to the following question:what is the lowest fecundity (F0) that allows the slow strategy to outcompete the fast strategy(with fecundity F1)? And, how does this threshold depend on extrinsic mortality? If it increaseswith µ, then the ’Williams’ prediction holds: low-µ conditions make it easy for slow life historiesto evolve, even if building a robust body (high a) means sacrificing fecundity by a lot.
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Figure 5 – How much fertility, F0, does a non-senescing (slow) strategy need to beatthe senescing (fast) strategy? The lines indicate a threshold fecundity F0 for the slow lifehistory for three different values of fecundity of the fast strategy, F1, as indicated by thelegend: above this threshold slow types win, below this threshold the fast strategy wins.Parameters used for the Gompertz-Makeham (equation 3): a = 4, d = 1, K = 100000.
The results of the ten different regulation styles are clearly categorizable in three rows (Fig-ure 5). When density dependence causes all individuals to suffer diminished survival, extrinsicmortality has no effect on the threshold value (the threshold value of fecundity needed by theslow strategy, F0, to win is not affected by extrinsic mortality and therefore the line is flat in Fig-ure 5:1A-C), i.e. the ’null’ result holds — and it does so regardless of whether we chose a ’pulsed’type of regulation acting occasionally (cases 1A,B) or one of a more continuous nature (case 1C).When juveniles are shielded from the negative effects of density, however (ecologically, such aresult might arise if their niche differs from that of the adults, and the adult niche is the limitingone), then an increase in extrinsic mortality makes it easier for the slow strategy to invade (thethreshold value of F0 needed for slow to win reduces as extrinsic mortality increases leading todecreasing curves in Figure 5: 2A-2C), and we find an anti-Williams pattern. Finally, when den-sity dependence acts on fecundity or on juvenile recruitment, an increase in extrinsic mortalitymakes it harder for the slow strategy to invade (the threshold value of F0 needed for slow to winincreases as extrinsic mortality increases leading to increasing curves in Figure 5: 3A-D), in linewith Williams’ hypothesis and predictions made by later models (Abrams 1993).

4. Discussion
Williams’ hypothesis has triggered lively debates among theoreticians for decades.While ourresults do not contradict earlier work (e.g. Charlesworth, 1993; Dańko, Burger, Argasiński, and
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Kozlowski, 2018; Day and Abrams, 2020; WDHamilton, 1966; Wensink, Caswell, and Baudisch,2017), we hope that our examples make it easier to grasp why age-independent extrinsic mor-tality does not affect the evolution of senescence in the absence of density-regulation, or in thepresence of density-regulation that depresses survival to an equal degree across all individuals.Simultaneously, our results are fully in line with earlier findings (Abrams, 1991; Day and Abrams,2020) that emphasize that Williams’ prediction is likely to hold whenever density dependence’hurts juveniles’ either by making it difficult for adults to produce them in the first place, or mak-ing their survival or recruitment low. There is rather broad empirical support for Williams-typepatterns across species (e.g. Ricklefs, 2008), which may be seen as indirect evidence that popu-lation regulation often operates via this mode.
To understand why density regulation affecting fecundity leads to a Williams-like result, it iscrucial to understand that the benefits of having a robust body that can delay senescence canonly materialize if the organism also avoids deaths that have nothing to do with senescence. Lowextrinsic mortality means this problem is small, but do these deaths become more common aspopulations grow? Theymight not: populations can be regulated via lower juvenile production athigh densities, sparing the adults. This allows the slow-senescing type to keep reaping the ben-efits of its robust body. The intuition that increased extrinsic mortality rate reduces the benefitof a long life is therefore correct when regulation acts on fecundity.
Our models also include the counterintuitive finding of anti-Williams patterns, where selec-tion to avoid senescence is strongest when extrinsic mortality is high. The pattern is possiblewhen density-dependent deaths concentrate at old ages while extrinsic mortality hits individualsregardless of their age. Under such conditions, old individuals experience both kinds of mortalityrisk while young ones only suffer from the extrinsic component. Thus, mortality increases withage in this setting, whatever the extrinsicmortality rate. At first sight, this appears tomake invest-ments in survival at old age unprofitable. However, the anti-Williams pattern is not defined byabsolute investments, but by how the investments change with extrinsic mortality. The relativeimportance of high mortality at old age depends on extrinsic mortality: high extrinsic mortalityrates imply that more deaths are age-independent while fewer are attributable to old age. Athigh extrinsic mortality, old individuals keep their fitness prospects reasonably intact relative tothe prospects experienced by their younger competitors. This translates into larger benefits ofhaving traits that combat senescence.
Our ten examples are based on a specific comparison where a non-senescing type com-petes with a Gompertz-Makeham-type senescer. They obviously do not constitute proof thatdeviant patterns could never be found, should one consider other comparisons. It is notewor-thy, however, that our general statements about Williams hypothesis being strongly impactedby the mode of population regulation also apply when switching from a Gompertz-Makehamframework to survival curves that use the multi-stage model of cancer (where several stochastic‘hits’ need to happen before the organism dies, Kokko and Hochberg, 2015; code and figuresat https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6705180). Since different population regulation modes def-initely exist (e.g., Dańko, Burger, and Kozlowski, 2017; Drury and Dwyer, 2005; Lee, Kempes,and West, 2021; Sæther, Grotan, et al., 2016), and even a limited exploration of their conse-quences reveals all three patterns to exist (null, Williams and anti-Williams), it appears robust toconclude that the diversity of senescence (and lifespan) patterns across taxa are unlikely to befully attributable to differences in extrinsic mortality alone.
Because our results show that comparative predictions ideally require an understanding ofcauses of shorter lifespans in one population compared with another, as well as general infor-mation on the mode of population regulation, it may be premature to make statements aboutindividual case studies. It is nevertheless interesting that e.g. predation has been shown to impactsenescence either positively or negatively. Insular populations of opossums are under lower pre-dation pressure and senesce at a lower rate compared to mainland populations (Austad, 1993).Reznick, Bryant, Roff, CK Ghalambor, and DE Ghalambor, 2004 on the other hand showed thatguppy populations subject to higher predation rates senesced at lower rates than populationsunder lower predation risk. The latter authors speculate about possible mechanisms explaining
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this anti-Williams type pattern, but data is still lacking to show possible density-dependent ef-fects on older age classes. More generally, empirical studies of the effect of extrinsic mortality onsenescence usually lack evaluations of density-dependent effects on vital rates (but see Stearns,Ackermann, Doebeli, and Kaiser, 2000), hindering interpretations about causal factors behindobserved patterns. There is also indirect evidence for the effect of predation on senescence;patterns of senescence are compared among species with different modes of life, under theassumption that the ability to fly or to live underground decreases exposure to predation (Aus-tad and Fischer, 1991; Healy, Guillerme, Finlay, Kane, SBA Kelly, McClean, DJ Kelly, Donohue,Jackson, and Cooper, 2014; Holmes and Austad, 1994).Models that include processes not included by us may highlight other reasons for findingspecific patterns. Anti-Williams patterns may, for example, be found when explicitly consideringcondition-dependence impacting susceptibility to extrinsic mortality (the definition of ’extrinsic’is then subtly different: it ceases to be ’unavoidable’ as an organism’s traits now influence itssusceptibility to it). In brief, when being frail or senescent increases an organism’s susceptibilityto extrinsic mortality, high extrinsic mortality leads to stronger selection on slow senescence(Abrams, 1993; PDWilliams and Day, 2003). Fitting this pattern, salmon populations senesce atlower rates when predation rates by bears are high and directed towards senescing individualsspecifically (Carlson, Hilborn, Hendry, andQuinn, 2007). Similarly, selection for heat resistance isassociatedwith increase in lifespan in Caenorhabditis elegans, such that populations experiencinghigher temperature-related mortality risks also senesce at slower rates (Chen and Maklakov,2012).In some cases, there is an apparent mismatch between our predictions and data. In exper-imental (Stearns, Ackermann, Doebeli, and Kaiser, 2000) and observational (e.g., desiccatingponds) data, high mortality or high risks of habitat disappearance are often stated to lead tofaster life histories (Daphnia: Dudycha and Tessier, 1999, killifish: Terzibasi Tozzini, Dorn, Ng’oma,Polačik, Blažek, Reichwald, and Cellerino, 2013). Similarly, grasshoppers living at higher altitudesare subject to higher risks of freezing episodes and accordingly show faster life-histories and ear-lier senescence compared to populations at lower altitudes (Tatar, Gray, and Carey, 1997). Allthese are examples of a Williams pattern. That this pattern arises when desiccation or freezingtypically kills adults and spares eggs, may appear to be at odds with our predictions: is this nota case where we showed anti-Williams to be a possibility? The solution is to note that we didnot actually model ephemeral habitats, but situations where old individuals are the first to feeleffects of high density. Under ephemeral conditions, habitats are prone to disappear but thisis not caused by high density of organisms (although Daphnia populations are more dense justbefore a desiccation event than when the hatching first began, and there may be more grasshop-pers late in the season than early, this is correlation, not causation: an abundance of Daphniadoes not cause ponds to dry and winter does not happen because grasshoppers became abun-dant). Had we modelled ephemeral habitats but not (yet) incorporated any causal link from highdensity to poor performance, we would not have had a mechanism in place that prevents un-bounded growth. For the population to be regulated, some additional causality will need to beincorporated, and a modeller will still have the freedom to choose which part of the populationwill suffer. Exactly how these may restore a Williams pattern remains an open question; modelsof this type should probably also consider that ephemeral habitats may cut individual lives shortbefore maturity is reached. Speeding up maturation time may be an adaptive response in suchsituations, with effects felt throughout the life cycle.There is a strong parallel between the theoretical discussions surrounding the Williams hy-pothesis and the debate that has arisen in the study of within-species patterns of humans specifi-cally (Belsky, Steinberg, Houts, andHalpern-Felsher, 2010;Dinh, Haselton, andGangestad, 2022;Frankenhuis and Nettle, 2020; Sear, 2020; Stearns and Rodrigues, 2020; Woodley of Menie,Luoto, Peñaherrera-Aguirre, and Sarraf, 2021). Whether environmental harshness selects forfaster life-history strategies is much debated in this field (Del Giudice, 2020; Dinh, Haselton,andGangestad, 2022; Frankenhuis andNettle, 2020; Galipaud and Kokko, 2020; Lynch, Lummaa,Briga, SN Chapman, and Loehr, 2020; Sheehy-Skeffington, 2020; Zietsch and Sidari, 2020). Ourresults suggest that understanding population regulation is crucial in this context too (see also
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Baldini, 2015). Human populations have clearly experienced rather different growth conditionsover their existence (examples: Bird, Freeman, Robinson,Maughan, Finley, Lambert, and RL Kelly,2020; Fernández-López de Pablo, Gutiérrez-Roig, Gómez-Puche, McLaughlin, Silva, and Lozano,2019; Freeman, Robinson, Beckman, Bird, Baggio, and Anderies, 2020; MJ Hamilton, Burger, De-Long, RSWalker,Moses, and JHBrown, 2009;MHamilton,Milne, RWalker, Burger, and J Brown,2007), and it is not a priori clear what is a typical enough pattern to have been the relevant se-lective environment. To what extent within-species plasticity can be assumed to be aligned withevolutionary predictions derived for whole populations is likewise debated (Del Giudice, 2020;Galipaud and Kokko, 2020 and references therein). Note that in our models we assumed thelatter, i.e. evolutionary responses of entire populations, as there were no environmental cuesthat individuals could perceive and change their location on the slow-fast continuum accord-ingly. Actual models of plastic responses are rare for human life histories (Frankenhuis, Nettle,and McNamara, 2018; Nettle, Frankenhuis, and Rickard, 2013), and it would be interesting tosee if their predictions change as dramatically with population regulation modes as our currentresults show to be the case with evolutionary responses.Finally, we have intentionally chosen to model trade-offs in a stylized way, leaving subtletiessuch as the difficulty of optimizing function simultaneously for early and late life (Maklakov andT Chapman, 2019) for later studies. Our flat, decreasing and increasing curves in Figure 5 cor-respond to null, anti-Williams and Williams, respectively, in a simple setting where a slow paceof reproduction makes organisms immune to senescence. We fully admit that our assumptionsare difficult to interpret in cases where high densities remove the oldest age classes: how canan organism combine a lack of senescence with higher vulnerability to high density at old age?Future work is clearly needed, with more explicit links between performance at early and laterages, perhaps with a mechanistic focus, explicit models for gene expression, or e.g. the systemreliability approach (Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 2001; Laird and Sherratt, 2009, 2010a,b) as well asselection that relates to the possibility of indeterminate growth (Caswell and Salguero-Gómez,2013; Purchase, Rooke, Gaudry, Treberg, Mittell, Morrissey, and Rennie, 2022; Vaupel, Baudisch,Dölling, Roach, and Gampe, 2004). While the multitude of factors listed above suggest that widediversity in senescence patterns and lifespans (Jones, Scheuerlein, et al., 2014) is the expecta-tion, we hope that our conceptual examples help to see why a specific feature of life cycles –the diversity in modes of population regulation — continue to play a very important role.
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